Syria & Iran: Example of Regional Cooperation

His Excellency President Bashar Assad discussed with Saeed Jalili, Secretary of the Higher Council of National Security in Iran, the special cooperation relations which link Syria and Iran together in all fields and the continued interest of the two countries leaderships in enhancing such relations for serving the two friendly peoples interests.

President Assad emphasized Iran right to peaceful nuclear energy enrichment. They both stressed the importance of continued coordination and consultation between Syria and Iran for serving the security and stability of the region and its peoples. Mr. Jalili said that his meeting with President Assad was very important. He stressed that the profound relations and common view of the two countries toward regional and international issues require the consultations and meetings. He clarified that President Assad supports the logic of Iran, pertaining to its nuclear program.

The Iranian nuclear issue was discussed by President Assad and the French President Sarkouzi in Paris where President Assad made it clear that Syria is not mediating for this field, but it is supporting the content of the Non Proliferation Treaty and Iran’s right to uranium enrichment and peaceful use of nuclear energy. He emphasized the need to focus on the efforts for a political solution through dialogue.

Syria always emphasizes that the major challenges, facing the region, necessitate the search for a means for coordinating the efforts in order to achieve an effective presence on the international arena for protecting the interests and maintaining the identity, because the historical links, which bring together the countries of the region, provide a ground for achieving more cooperation and integration in these fields.
The Syrian-Iranian relations led to a wider space of regional cooperation and a broader circle of dialogue that support the existing bridges and build an economical block that positively interact with the others interests.

There are positive climates for supporting the relations between the region nations and promote them up to their highest levels in all fields, because they basically rely on historical relations, mutual interests and geographical factors that help improve and immune them.

★★★★

Alahmar And Alamin Sign Cooperation Agreement

Cmd Abdullah Alahmar, the BASP Assistant Secretary General, and Mohammad Mahmoud Wold Mohamad Alamin, President of the Mauritanian Party, the Union for the Republic, signed a Cooperation Agreement between their two parties for promoting their relations and exchanging experiences.

Cmd Alahmar expressed satisfaction over the growth of the cooperation relations between the two parties and reviewed the party stands and mass activities and continuous work for enhancing the national unity in Syria against the challenges, and for liberating the Golan. He lauded the efforts of His Excellency President Assad for supporting the Palestinian people and their resistance against the occupation, and for enhancing Arab solidarity and joint work in defending the Arab Nation causes and restoring the usurped rights.

Cmd Alahmar accentuated the Parties roles in mobilizing the peoples for enhancing the culture of resistance against the occupation, aggression and hegemony, and for defending the nation rights, identity and future.

In his turn, Wold Mohamad Alamin expressed his party appreciation of the efforts of Syria and her leader President Assad, for uniting the Arab stand and defending the Arab Nation rights and causes. He emphasized Mauritania stand with Syria for restoring the Golan and for supporting the Palestinian people struggle for building their own independent state, with Jerusalem as its capital.

★★★★
BASP Attends SCP General Congress

The Spanish Communist Party convened its 18th General Congress in Madrid. A delegation from the BASP, led by Dr. Bashar Abbas, director of the Pan-Arab Research Institution in the BASP National Leadership, attended this Congress.

In his speech, delivered before the Congress, Dr. Abbas stressed that the Capitalism crisis is an exceptional one the world never saw since 1929. It is the result of the capitalist system nature and unjust practices which centrifuged the developing countries out of the world economy influence circle and Bush administration caused the accelerated emergence of the global structural economic crisis and its increased severity by giving full rein to uncontrolled free market.

Dr. Abbas added that the Arab region suffered most from Bush stupid policies, such as the occupation of Iraq, the US-backed Zionist aggression on Lebanon in 2006 and on Gaza in 2008-2009 and the US plan of the Greater Middle East which wanted to disperse the existing political entities in the region and replace them by tiny conflicting entities, under the Slogan of “Creative Chaos” and “War on Terrorism”.

Dr. Abbas lauded the steadfastness of the brave resistance in Iraq, Lebanon and Palestine, thanks to Syria solid stand, led by His Excellency President Bashar Assad, the BASP National Secretary.

The SCP General Secretary, Francisco Frotus, in his speech before the Congress condemned the Israeli criminal practices against the Palestinian people. He pointed at the deteriorated situations in Iraq, stressing that the war, launched by the US and its allies, left tragedies and catastrophes for the Iraqi people.

* * *

The Regional Sec of the BASP Palestinian Org

Lauds Syria Support to Resistance

Comrade Farhan Abulhaija, the Regional Secretary of the BASP Palestinian Organization, said that the Glorious Corrective Movement expressed the Arab masses hopes. He, during the Political Meeting which was held for celebrating the 39th anniversary of the Glorious Corrective Movement, lauded Syria firm stands that support the Palestinian people steadfastness and resistance for achieving their legitimate objectives and establish their independent state with Noble Jerusalem as its capital.

Cmd Abulhaija asserted that Israel oppressive practices, blockade, settlement building and military barriers in the West Bank are war crimes against humanity.
Algeria BASP Organization Celebrates CM 39th Anniversary

On the occasion of the 39th Anniversary of the Corrective Movement, led by the Immortal Leader Hafez Assad in 1970, the BASP organization in Algeria held a reception party, in cooperation with the Syrian Embassy, the Syrian Students National union in Algeria and the league of the Syrian citizens residing in Algeria, held a speech celebration and a reception party.

During the celebration, Cmd Ghassan Heider, the Organization secretary, delivered a speech about the Corrective Movement achievements and the role of His Excellency President Bashar Assad in bearing the banner of correction in building and renewing the national and pan-Arab invariables and enriching the culture of resistance in the Arab conscience for restoring the usurped rights.

Arab Unity Experiments and Projects 1700-2000 G


Cmd Abdullah Aalahmar introduced the book by reviewing the campaigns of accusations and condemnation of the national (pan-Arab) thought or intellect. Then came the old European Colonialism, and after it, the US new conservatives.

But the Arabs, thanks to the firm stand of Syria, led by His Excellency President Bashar Assad, could confront this danger which was threatening their existence as a nation. The resistance in Iraq, Lebanon and Palestine fought unequal war and won a great strategic victory that forced the American project to retreat, not only on the Arab arena, but on all arenas of international strategic conflict.